One of us (King) joined Monash University as a young lecturer in econometrics in 1979. At about that time, there was a noticeable leap in the availability of computer power that allowed us to contemplate a likelihood based approach to econometrics. For example, the Faculty of Economics and Politics had taken delivery of its own VAX11/780 mini computer which allowed serious statistical and econometric computations to be made in double precision if required. Econometricians no longer had their CPU time rationed. We finally had the computational power and ability to run maximum likelihood estimation for most models and consequently conduct likelihood ratio (LR) tests or if more convenient, Lagrange multiplier (LM) or Wald tests. Did these advances mean that the theory of econometrics was "sorted"?
shows that only two of the four transformations are needed for the restriction to invariant tests, and that therefore the t-test is uniformly most powerful for a wider class of tests.
The third paper on testing by Maxwell King and Shahidur Rahman involves testing random regression coefficients in the linear regression model. This is a problem for which Rahman and King [12] found marginal likelihood based tests performed well, under the assumption of normally distributed disturbances. King and Rahman's paper investigates the robustness of these tests to non-normality and finds that the conclusions of Rahman and King [12] still hold.
In the first of two papers largely concerned with estimation, Muir Mahmood extends the work of Mahmood and King [9] in studying estimating equations of disturbance parameters in the general linear regression model. Mahmood and King [9] prefer the use of estimating equations from the marginal likelihood while the current study makes the case for the use of estimating equations from the conditional profile restricted likelihood introduced by Laskar and King [7] .
The late Anis Mukhopadhyay and Rabindra Das contribute a paper on inference in the log-linear regression model with composite autocorrelated errors which are the sum of white noise and first-order autoregressive errors. This error structure was first considered by Revankar [13] in the standard linear model. Mukhopadhyay and Das suggest an estimation method for this model as well as tests and confidence ellipsoids for the regression parameters.
Motivated by the need to forecast crop yields in response to different weather conditions, Ranjit Paul introduces the use of wavelet methodology for the prediction of the exogenous variable in an autoregressive integrated moving average with exogenous variable-generalized autoregressive conditional heteroscedastic (ARIMAX-GARCH) model. He compares forecasts from this ARIMAX-GARCH-WAVELET model with forecasts from ARIMAX and ARIMAX-GARCH models in the context of forecasting wheat yield in the Indian district of Uttar Pradesh. He finds the new model has a better modelling and forecasting performance than the other models.
The second forecasting paper by Farid Osman and Maxwell King is concerned with the development of exponential smoothing methods that allow for the inclusion of regressors to improve forecasting performance. In an earlier paper, Osman and King [11] extended the Holt-Winters double exponential smoothing method to include regressors as an alternative to Hyndman et al.'s [4] suggested method based on a state space approach. The current paper looks at estimation and initialization procedures for the new method as well as the restrictions that need to be imposed on the parameters in order to satisfy forecastability conditions. The paper concludes with an empirical study that involves forecasting Australian household consumption expenditure using lagged Australian household disposable income as a regressor.
The final paper in this issue by Ranjani Atukorala, Maxwell King and Sivagowry Sriananthakumar illustrates the use of the Kullback-Leibler Information measure to gauge the closeness of an approximating distribution to the true distribution. This is used to investigate how the characteristics of population distributions impact on the convergence in the central limit theorem. Simulation results are used to make recommendations on minimum sample sizes required for what the authors regards as an accurate normal approximation of the sample mean distribution for different levels of skewness and kurtosis in the population distribution.
We should thank the referees and the editors for allowing us to put together this special issue.
